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Electronic Settlement Matching (eSM) becomes a commercial reality with the
successful launch of the Global Energy Network

Zürich, April 28, 2020 – First market mover Fidectus makes electronic Settlement
Matching (eSM) a reality on the Global Energy Network (GEN). Leading European OTC
energy trading market participants have moved from pilot to commercial use in April
2020. They are taking competitive advantage of an open network with best user
experience and reducing working capital costs at the same time. Initiating eSM on GEN
launched a future-proof technology lifecycle. It is providing new and innovative tools for
improving energy trader’s financial performance.
Part of GEN’s magic lays in the simplicity and flexibility provided to market participants.
The barriers to using GEN are extremely low by design. Considerable effort went into
ensuring an agnostic approach of connecting to the platform. Support for just about
every type of connectivity and data format allows participants to integrate without the
added cost of middleware or integration adapters. Integration options are complimented
by optical character recognition (OCR), enabling even the smallest and most restricted
market players to experience the future of electronic settlement today. No matter how a
market player chooses to interface with GEN, they are safe in the knowledge that GEN
is a standards-based and interoperable platform committed to all our customer’s
success.
This month’s launch of eSM on GEN includes market participants of all sizes. Going live
with one of Europe’s largest energy trader as well as mid-size and smaller traders
validates the platform’s support for diverse requirements. The commercial launch
provides any market participant the opportunity to kick the tires and use eSM with zero
risk.
For more information on eSM reach out to us via info@fidectus.com or visit
www.fidectus.com.
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Fidectus is a Swiss based company founded for the purpose of solving the specific
problem of electronic Settlement Matching (eSM) together with and for the European
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OTC energy trading industry. Settlement in energy trading results in significant cost and
risk exposure. The current practice puts energy traders at a competitive disadvantage.
Fidectus connects market participants and optimizes their working capital via intelligent
settlement. We provide a Plug´n´Play SaaS solution that connects energy market
participants in no time. Our customers experience an average productivity increase of
45-65%. They benefit of (1) freeing up cash by a faster and digital settlement process
across market participants, (2) quicker dispute resolution, increasing security and
compliance by centralizing communication, (3) reducing settlement risk and working
capital costs, (4) increasing return on excess cash by cash flow reductions and (5)
financial predictions. Ultimately, Fidectus is nimble and has no ties and interests within
the industry.
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